###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   This is the first study to distinguish variation in primary care referral threshold from variation in referral decision accuracy.

-   We used published data on the prevalence of cancer in patients consulting with symptoms to estimate specificity for fast-track referral for suspected cancer for each general practitioner practice in England and carried out sensitivity analysis to test for robustness of the model.

-   Limited data and the problems of random variation in cancer presentation made our method unsuitable for smaller practices with less than 50 cancer diagnoses over a 5-year period.

-   We compared practices using bivariate meta-analysis in order to identify overall patterns and to set confidence regions for individual practices and identify outliers.

-   We show that this method can be used to model the influence of changing referral thresholds on demand for specialist services (which is currently not known).

Introduction {#s1}
============

Variation in the referral of patients with possible cancer from primary care is a key concern for healthcare systems[@R1] and has led to national and international initiatives to reduce it. These have included the development of guidelines[@R3] and fast-track pathways[@R4] for referral---the Two Week Wait referral scheme in England and the Urgent Suspected Cancer pathway in Scotland. A number of studies have reported on the use of audit and feedback of practice performance in the use of these pathways[@R5]; although fast-track pathways have increased the number of patients referred urgently[@R4] and may have increased the number of patients diagnosed earlier,[@R9] the resource implications are hard to estimate.[@R10]

Despite the presence of guidelines and pathways, the early detection of cancer in primary care can be a difficult task. Variation in cancer referrals may arise from three sources: random variation in the cases presenting to the practice,[@R7] variation in referral threshold[@R11] and variation in the accurate selection of patients for referral.[@R9] Random variation in cases reflects the fact that some cancer presentations are more likely to match the guidelines for fast-track referrals than others and so are more likely to be referred. We have previously demonstrated that this accounts for some of the observed practice variation but does not explain it all.[@R7] The impact of this variation is reduced as the number of referrals and cancers available for analysis increases. Referral threshold refers to the probability of disease (such as cancer) at which a clinician is indifferent between referring versus not referring a patient.[@R12] Variation in referral threshold occurs when practices differ in the way they interpret and apply referral guidelines.[@R13] Typically, it relates to tolerance of risk and uncertainty: risk-averse clinicians and services have lower referral thresholds (and so higher referral rates) than risk-tolerant ones. Variation in the accurate selection of patients for referral, for a given referral threshold, may arise because of differences in clinical acumen or in available time and resources with which to make accurate judgements.

The decision to refer is analogous to a diagnostic test, in which the test's ability to discriminate between patients with and without a condition is measured in terms of sensitivity and specificity. In our analysis, the discrimination is between patients who were, or were not, referred to a fast-track pathway for suspected cancer. Hence for a conventional 2×2 table of diagnostic test accuracy, true positives represent patients referred via the fast-track who were subsequently diagnosed with cancer; false positives are patients referred who did not have cancer; false negatives are patients with cancer but who were not referred via fast-track (they may have had emergency admission or non-urgent referral); and true negatives are patients without cancer who were not referred.

In this context, sensitivity represents the proportion of all patients with cancer who had been selected for referral via the fast-track pathway. Sensitivity has been previously reported in relation to cancer referrals[@R5] where it has been called detection rate. Specificity represents the proportion of patients without cancer who were not referred. Specificity has not been reported before in relation to referral. Sensitivity and specificity can be used together to describe variation between practices in threshold and accuracy. Variation in thresholds leads to differences in specificity for a given sensitivity. A high threshold leads to a low referral rate and is indicated by high specificity; in contrast, a low threshold leads to a high referral rate and is indicated by low specificity. If accuracy is the same in all practices and only threshold varies, then high threshold practices will identify fewer cases, but refer relatively few patients, while low threshold practices will identify more cases, simply as a result of making more referrals. Variation in accuracy leads to differences in the proportion of cases diagnosed via the fast-track pathway for a given referral rate (or more accurately, variation in sensitivity for a given specificity). A practice with high accuracy will have a high sensitivity relative to its specificity, while a practice with low accuracy will have a low sensitivity relative to its specificity.

In order to distinguish between variation in threshold and variation in selection accuracy, we developed a method for calculating the specificity of fast-track referrals for possible cancer by each practice. We then compared practices' sensitivity and specificity using bivariate meta-analysis[@R14] and examined the practice factors associated with referral thresholds and selection accuracy. Finally, we modelled the implications of changing referral thresholds on demand for specialist services.

Methods {#s2}
=======

We conducted an analysis of publicly available data. The data contained no individual patient information and no ethical permissions were needed.

Data sources {#s2a}
------------

We obtained data from the English National Cancer Intelligence Network (NCIN) (now hosted by Public Health England) for each year from 2010 (the first year for which data are available) to 2014. We extracted the data for each practice-year. Data were available for general practices (groups of between 2 and 30 general practitioners (GPs)) rather than individual physicians. For cancer referral and diagnosis, we extracted the total number of cancer diagnoses; total number of fast-track referrals for possible cancer and the number of cancers diagnosed through the fast-track referral pathway. For each practice, we also extracted data on new cancer incidence rate, proportion of patients aged over 65 years, proportion of patients whose postcode was in a socioeconomically deprived area, list size (number of registered patients) and age-standardised fast-track referral rate.

Data aggregation {#s2b}
----------------

We aggregated data from each practice to provide one measure for the 5-year period in order to reduce the effects of random variation in cancer type and presentation.[@R7] As the data did not include values for number of cancer diagnoses or urgent referrals for suspected cancer where there were less than six in a year, we excluded all such practice-years from the aggregation. For counts (numbers of cancer cases and referrals), we calculated the sum overall years and for practice variables, we calculated an unweighted mean. For the primary analysis, we restricted eligibility to practices with at least 50 included cancers during the 5-year period to reduce the effects of chance variation.[@R7]

Calculation of sensitivity and specificity {#s2c}
------------------------------------------

In order to calculate individual practice sensitivity and specificity, we used the aggregated 5-year data to construct contingency tables describing the total 'population at risk' of fast-track referral in terms of two dimensions: cancer/no cancer and fast-track referral/no fast-track referral. We used the NCIN data to complete the cells of the contingency table for each practice as follows: true positive: patients with cancer who had been referred via the fast-track pathway; false negative: patients with cancer who were not referred via the fast-track pathway and false positive; patients without cancer who had been referred via the fast-track pathway. These were directly taken from the published data. For the true negatives, we estimated values based on studies showing that for many symptoms potentially indicative of cancer and presented to a GP only 1%--5% of people with the symptom will turn out to have cancer.[@R3] We thus calculated the practice population with symptoms potentially indicative of cancer as the reciprocal of a given prevalence rate multiplied by the total number of cancers in the practice. We carried out the primary analysis with an assumed cancer prevalence rate of 3% and conducted a sensitivity analysis to test for the effect of varying both this assumption and the lower limit of number of cancers over the 5 years for inclusion (further details in online [supplementary material 1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).
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###### Supplementary material 1

Assessment of practice variation {#s2d}
--------------------------------

We conducted bivariate meta-analysis following the approach described by Reitsma.[@R16] We used this to generate summary measures of sensitivity and specificity (with confidence region) for the whole population of practices and a hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (HSROC).[@R17] We also generated 95% confidence regions for the sensitivity and specificity[@R18] of each individual practice. We conducted the analysis using a random effects model with maximum likelihood fitting using the *mada* package in R.[@R19] We then used the relative positions of practices in relation to the HSROC curve to describe the different sources of variation as follows:

### Variation in referral threshold {#s2d1}

We examined referral threshold variation by comparing the position of practices relative to the summary point (for sensitivity and specificity) and the HSROC curve. We took this approach because the heterogeneity of symptoms presentations of possible cancer precluded calculation of a single referral threshold for each practice. Instead, as threshold is mathematically related to the slope of the ROC curve, we considered variation in threshold in terms of the relative position along the HSROC curve for a prespecified probability of cancer. A practice lying further to the left would indicate a higher threshold, and one lying further to the right indicating a lower threshold. As not all practices sat on the HSROC curve, we classified practices as outliers for referral decision threshold if the 95% confidence regions for that practice did not cross a line perpendicular to the HSROC curve at the summary point.

### Variation in referral selection accuracy {#s2d2}

We defined accuracy in relation to the HSROC curve. Specifically, we classified practices as outliers for referral selection accuracy if the 95% confidence regions for sensitivity and specificity for that practice lay wholly above or below the HSROC curve.

From these two sources of variation, we classified practices as high, low or unremarkable in relation to both referral selection accuracy and referral threshold.

Factors associated with variation in referral threshold and selection accuracy {#s2e}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We divided practices into quintiles of variables taken from the data: proportion of patients aged 65 or over, incidence rate of all cancers within the practice population, proportion of patients living in areas of socioeconomic deprivation, practice list size (number of registered patients) and age-standardised urgent referral rate. For each quintile, we estimated the summary sensitivity and specificity with 95% confidence intervals. We also compared the proportion of practices which were outliers for referral thresholds or selection accuracy across the same quintiles by calculating ORs compared with the middle (third) quintile.

Modelling the effect of changing referral patterns {#s2f}
--------------------------------------------------

Finally, reflecting recent recommendations that practices with low rates of fast-track referral for suspected cancer should increase them,[@R9] we modelled the effect of changing the behaviour practices within one quintile of age-standardised fast-track referral rate to that of a different quintile. We described these effects in terms of changes to the number of patients who would be referred through fast-track suspected cancer pathways, and the number of cancers diagnosed via this route. We used the summary values of sensitivity and specificity for each quintile to estimate the number of patients in each cell of a contingency table using a hypothetical population including 1000 cancers using the same prevalence rate as the main analysis. The detailed method for modelling the data is described in online [supplementary material 2](#SP2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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Results {#s3}
=======

The available data included 7630 practices from 211 PCOs (in 2014) representing almost the entire population of England over 5 years. Of these, 2151 had data on less than 50 cancers over the 5-year period and so were excluded. This left 5479 practices (73.9%) representing 46 271 734 patients (85.4%) and 1 080 187 new cancers. Practice characteristics are shown in [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The proportion of patients aged over 65 years and cancer incidence rate within practices were strongly correlated (Spearman rho=0.82), all other practice variables had correlations of less than 0.20.

###### 

Characteristics of included practices (n=5479)

                                                                                Median   IQR           Minimum   Maximum
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- ------------- --------- ---------
  Practice annual cancer incidence rate (per 1000)                              5.1      4.3--5.8      0.87      10.8
  Proportion of patients aged over 65 years (%)                                 17.7     14.6--20.8    1.6       37.9
  Proportion of patients with postcode in socioeconomically deprived area (%)   12.6     8.8--18.7     2.8       45.5
  Practice list size                                                            7839     5558--10640   1813      45 170
  Practice age-standardised urgent referral for suspected cancer rate           0.98     0.80--1.20    0.29      2.97

Assessment of practice variation {#s3a}
--------------------------------

Summary sensitivity and specificity in the primary analysis were 47.4% (95% CI 47.2 to 47.5) and 87.8% (87.7 to 88.0) respectively. Online [supplementary table ST1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the summary sensitivity and specificity under the different assumptions for lower limit of practice size for inclusion and assumed prevalence of cancer in symptomatic patients. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of individual practice sensitivity and specificity in relation to the overall HSROC highlighting outliers in relation to referral threshold ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A) and selection accuracy ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B).

![Distribution of sensitivity and estimated specificity of practices with hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic curve (HSROC). (A) Plot highlighting outlying practices by diagnostic accuracy. (B) Plot highlighting outlying practices by referral threshold.](bmjopen-2017-016439f01){#F1}

### Variation in referral threshold {#s3a1}

Three thousand four hundred and sixty practices (63.2%) had 95% confidence regions, which crossed the line perpendicular to the HSROC curve at the summary sensitivity and specificity point indicating that these practices were not statistical outliers in relation to referral threshold. Of the remainder, 1091 (19.9%) practices had 95% confidence regions wholly to the right of the line, suggesting low referral thresholds (ie, high referral rate) and 928 (16.9%) wholly to the left of it suggesting high referral thresholds.

### Variation in referral selection accuracy {#s3a2}

In the primary analysis, 4274 practices (78%) practices had 95% confidence regions which crossed the HSROC curve, indicating that these practices were not statistical outliers in relation to selection accuracy. A further 610 (11.1%) practices had 95% confidence regions wholly above the HSROC curve suggesting high selection accuracy and 595 (10.9%) wholly below it suggesting low selection accuracy.

### Combined variation in threshold and accuracy {#s3a3}

Two thousand eight hundred and sixteen practices (51.4%) were neither outliers in relation to threshold nor accuracy. Two hundred and seventy-four practices (5.0%) showed high accuracy and low threshold, 316 (5.8%) high accuracy with unremarkable threshold and only 20 (0.4%) showed high accuracy with high threshold. Two hundred and six practices (3.8%) showed low accuracy and high threshold), 328 (6.0%) showed low accuracy and unremarkable threshold and only 61 (1.1%) showed low accuracy and low threshold.

Factors associated with variation in referral threshold and selection accuracy {#s3b}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the summary sensitivity and specificity for each quintile of practice characteristics. The data for age-standardised fast-track referral rate shows a simple trade-off between sensitivity and specificity, such that as one increases, the other decreases. For practice cancer incidence rate and proportion of older adults, both sensitivity and specificity increased slightly across the quintiles (eg, for cancer incidence quintiles, sensitivity rose from 46.6% to 48.5% while specificity rose from 85.1% to 89.1%). For socioeconomic status, sensitivity and specificity were both slightly lower in the most deprived quintile of practices, but the differences were relatively small. Practices in the smallest quintile of list size also showed slightly higher sensitivity and specificity, but there was no apparent trend among larger practices.

###### 

Summary sensitivity and specificity by quintiles of practice characteristics (5479 practices)

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                           Quintile 1       Quintile 2       Quintile 3       Quintile 4       Quintile 5                                                                           
  -------------------------- ------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
  Cancer incidence           Sensitivity   46.6             (46.2 to 47.0)   46.8             (46.4 to 47.1)   47.3             (47.9 to 47.7)   47.4             (47.1 to 47.8)   48.5             (48.2 to 48.9)

  Specificity                85.1          (84.7 to 85.4)   87.5             (87.3 to 87.8)   88.2             (88.0 to 88.4)   88.6             (88.3 to 88.8)   89.1             (88.9 to 89.3)   

  Patients aged 65+ years    Sensitivity   46.8             (46.4 to 47.2)   46.6             (46.2 to 47.0)   47.0             (46.6 to 47.4)   47.7             (47.3 to 48.0)   48.6             (48.2 to 48.9)

  Specificity                **85.0**      (84.7 to 85.4)   87.8             (87.5 to 88.0)   88.1             (87.9 to 88.4)   88.5             (88.3 to 88.7)   89.1             (88.9 to 89.3)   

  Socioeconomic status       Sensitivity   48.0             (47.6 to 48.4)   47.5             (47.1 to 47.9)   47.8             (47.4 to 48.2)   46.9             (46.5 to 47.3)   46.6             (46.1 to 47.0)

  Specificity                87.9          (87.7 to 88.1)   88.2             (88.0 to 88.4)   88.0             (87.7 to 88.2)   87.6             (87.3 to 87.9)   86.9             (86.6 to 87.3)   

  List size                  Sensitivity   48.8             (48.3 to 49.2)   47.3             (46.9 to 47.7)   47.2             (46.8 to 47.5)   47.1             (46.8 to 47.5)   47.5             (47.1 to 47.8)

  Specificity                89.3          (89.0 to 89.5)   88.0             (87.8 to 88.3)   87.5             (87.2 to 87.7)   87.1             (86.9 to 87.4)   87.0             (86.8 to 87.3)   

  Age-standardised\          Sensitivity   42.8             (42.5 to 43.2)   46.2             (45.9 to 46.6)   48.1             (47.8 to 48.5)   48.8             (48.4 to 49.1)   50.6             (50.2 to 50.9)
  fast-track referral rate                                                                                                                                                                          

  Specificity                92.0          (91.9 to 92.2)   89.3             (89.1 to 89.4)   87.7             (87.5 to 87.8)   85.9             (85.7 to 86.0)   82.4             (82.1 to 82.6)   
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Values in bold indicate those where 95% CI do not overlap the 95% CI of the middle (third) quintile.

[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows the proportion of practices, which met outlier criteria for referral accuracy and threshold in each of the quintiles. Smaller practices and those with lower cancer incidence were more likely to be outliers---in part this may represent smaller numbers of cancer cases and thus greater random variation due to cancer presentation.[@R7] However, there were clear trends in the number of high and low accuracy outlying practices with increasing quintiles of cancer incidence rate and proportion of patients aged 65 or over. There were fewer high accuracy outliers in practices with high levels of socioeconomic deprivation. There was no consistent or strong relationship between the number of outlying practices in terms of referral threshold (either high or low) and any of the practice variables.

###### 

Number of practices which met outlier criteria in relation to accuracy curve or threshold line by quintiles of practice characteristics, with OR relative to middle quintile (5479 practices)

                                                               First quintile   Second quintile   Third quintile    Fourth quintile   Fifth quintile                                                                         
  ------------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----- --- ----- ------ ---------------- ----- ------ ----------------
  Cancer incidence                            High accuracy    41               0.32              (0.23 to 0.47)    69                0.56             (0.41 to 0.77)   117   1   136   1.18   (0.91 to 1.54)   247   2.43   (1.92 to 3.09)
                                              Low accuracy     232              2.96              (2.29 to 3.84)    131               1.50             (1.13 to 1.99)   91    1   91    1.0    (0.74 to 1.35)   49    0.52   (0.36 to 0.74)
                                              High threshold   144              0.66              (0.52 to 0.83)    185               0.89             (0.71 to 1.11)   204   1   209   1.03   (0.83 to 1.27)   186   0.89   (0.72 to 1.11)
                                              Low threshold    257              1.42              (1.15 to 1.75)    207               1.08             (0.87 to 1.34)   194   1   217   1.15   (0.92 to 1.42)   215   1.13   (0.91 to 1.41)
  Patients aged 65+ years                     High accuracy    37               0.31              (0.21 to 0.45)    80                0.70             (0.52 to 0.94)   112   1   145   1.35   (1.04 to 1.76)   236   2.42   (1.9 to 3.09)
                                              Low accuracy     219              2.24              (1.75 to 2.87)    137               1.29             (0.99 to 1.68)   110   1   89    0.80   (0.6 to 1.07)    39    0.33   (0.23 to 0.48)
                                              High threshold   122              0.52              (0.41 to 0.67)    207               0.98             (0.79 to 1.21)   212   1   218   1.05   (0.85 to 1.29)   169   0.76   (0.61 to 0.95)
                                              Low threshold    263              1.42              (1.15 to 1.74)    190               0.95             (0.76 to 1.18)   200   1   221   1.15   (0.93 to 1.42)   216   1.11   (0.89 to 1.37)
  List size                                   High accuracy    135              1.31              (1.0 to 1.72)     94                0.87             (0.65 to 1.17)   106   1   117   1.11   (0.84 to 1.47)   158   1.57   (1.21 to 2.04)
                                              Low accuracy     16               0.12              (0.07 to 0.21)    71                0.57             (0.42 to 0.77)   119   1   179   1.60   (1.25 to 2.05)   210   1.94   (1.52 to 2.48)
                                              High threshold   126              0.58              (0.46 to 0.74)    188               0.92             (0.74 to 1.15)   200   1   203   1.02   (0.82 to 1.26)   211   1.07   (0.86 to 1.32)
                                              Low threshold    145              0.6               (0.48 to 0.76)    184               0.80             (0.64 to 0.99)   221   1   244   1.13   (0.92 to 1.39)   297   1.47   (1.2 to 1.79)
  Socioeconomic status                        High accuracy    152              1.02              (0.8 to 1.3)      160               1.08             (0.85 to 1.37)   144   1   101   0.71   (0.55 to 0.94)   43    0.35   (0.25 to 0.5)
                                              Low accuracy     97               0.77              (0.58 to 1.01)    113               0.90             (0.69 to 1.18)   119   1   135   1.23   (0.95 to 1.6)    123   1.38   (1.06 to 1.81)
                                              High threshold   198              1.11              (0.89 to 1.38)    211               1.19             (0.96 to 1.49)   175   1   185   1.14   (0.91 to 1.43)   134   0.98   (0.77 to 1.25)
                                              Low threshold    275              1.23              (1.01 to 1.5)     227               0.96             (0.78 to 1.18)   225   1   190   0.87   (0.7 to 1.08)    164   0.92   (0.74 to 1.16)
  Age-standardised fast-track referral rate   High accuracy    140              0.90              (0.7 to 1.15)     155               1.01             (0.79 to 1.28)   154   1   100   0.61   (0.47 to 0.8)    61    0.36   (0.26 to 0.49)
                                              Low accuracy     58               0.54              (0.39 to 0.76)    108               1.07             (0.8 to 1.42)    102   1   134   1.36   (1.03 to 1.78)   193   2.09   (1.61 to 2.69)
                                              High threshold   520              8.09              (6.43 to 10.18)   249               2.64             (2.07 to 3.36)   110   1   39    0.33   (0.23 to 0.48)   9     0.07   (0.04 to 0.15)
                                              Low threshold    9                0.04              (0.02 to 0.09)    66                0.34             (0.25 to 0.45)   175   1   273   1.75   (1.41 to 2.16)   568   5.67   (4.64 to 6.93)

Models of changing referral patterns {#s3c}
------------------------------------

[Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows the result of the modelling of the difference in cancers diagnosed via the fast-track pathway between practices in different quintiles of age-standardised fast-track referral rates. The lower part of the table shows the increase in number of cancers diagnosed via fast-track referral and the number of extra fast-track referrals needed to move between any pair of quintiles. From this, it is apparent that if practices in each quintile were to behave like practices in the highest referral quintile, then out of 5000 patients with cancer (1000 per quintile), an extra 164 (3.3%) would be diagnosed via fast-track pathways at the expense of 8294 (36.9%) more referrals. (The figure of 164 additional cancers/8294 additional fast-track referrals represent the effect of all practices behaving like those in the top quintile of age-standardised fast-track referral rate.) Online [supplementary table ST2](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the results of a sensitivity analysis (limited to the lowest and highest quintiles only) in which the prevalence rate of cancer in consulting patients was altered.

###### 

Results of modelling the effects of changing from lower to higher quintiles of referral rates

                                                 Quintile of age-standardised fast-track referral rate                                 
  ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- --------- --------- --------- --------
  Obtained from data                                                                                                                   
   Sensitivity\*                                 42.8%                                                   46.3%     48.1%     48.8%     50.6%
   Specificity                                   92.0%                                                   89.3%     87.7%     85.9%     82.4%
  Application of data to 1000 cancers                                                                                                  
   Cancer+fast-track (true positive)             428                                                     463       481       488       506
   Cancer, no fast-track (false negative)        572                                                     537       519       512       494
   No cancer+fast-track (false positive)         2548                                                    3434      3943      4525      5645
   No cancer, no fast-track (true negative)      29 452                                                  28 566    28 057    27 475    26 355
   Total fast-track referrals                    2976                                                    3897      4424      5013      6151
  Extra cancers via fast-track/extra referrals                                                                                         
   Moving from this quintile to fifth†           78/3175                                                 43/2254   25/1727   18/1138   
   Moving from this quintile to fourth           60/2037                                                 25/1116   7/589               
   Moving from this quintile to third            53/1448                                                 18/527                        
   Moving from this quintile to second           35/921                                                                                

\*Sensitivity and specificity obtained with assumed cancer prevalence in symptomatic patients of 3%. A sensitivity analysis of changing this assumption is in online [supplementary material 1, table ST2](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

†Summing all columns in this row produces the figure of 164 additional cancers/8294 additional fast-track referrals, representing the effect of all practices behaving like those in the top quintile of age-standardised fast-track referral rate.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Summary of main findings {#s4a}
------------------------

The variation between practices in fast-track referrals for suspected cancer comprises both variation in referral threshold and in the accuracy of selecting patients for referral. Variation (as judged by the number of statistically outlying practices) is greater in relation to threshold than accuracy and this variation is unrelated to practice characteristics. Simply lowering referral thresholds without also increasing referral decision accuracy risks large increases in referral numbers for small gains in cancers diagnosed through fast-track pathways.

Strengths and limitations {#s4b}
-------------------------

This study used a complete national dataset collected over 5 consecutive years. While we have previously demonstrated that random variation can account for much of the year to year variation in apparent diagnostic performance, this is reduced by aggregation of data over several years as in this study.[@R7] We used established techniques for bivariate meta-analysis to compare practices.[@R16] These allowed us to calculate confidence regions around individual practice values for sensitivity and specificity and identify statistical outliers. Our estimation of true negative values was guided by published data[@R3] and we conducted sensitivity analyses based on different cancer prevalence in symptomatic patients for estimating true negatives, which showed that while the absolute values for specificity did vary, the relative position of practices and their confidence regions in relation to the summary values did not.

We were limited by the lack of data from small practices with less than six cancers diagnosed after urgent referral for suspected cancer in some years. However, the random variation in cancer presentations to general practice has large effects on estimates of sensitivity where there are less than 50 cancers,[@R7] so these practices could have been excluded anyway. Even with more than 50 cases, it is important to recognise that the relative position of practices is dependent on assumptions of similar case mix. Our data reflect practice performance as data at the individual practitioner level data are not available. While this masks variation between individual clinicians, an approach such as ours would be difficult to apply to individual clinicians because some patients see several clinicians before referral. Thresholds are known to vary between individual clinicians[@R11] and variation in other aspects of performance may be larger within practices than between them.[@R20]

### Comparison with other research {#s4b1}

Previous studies have attempted to assess practice variation in relation to cancer diagnosis using less rigorous approaches. Typically these include comparing sensitivity with positive predictive value (often referred to as detection rate and conversion rate)[@R6]; however, these do not allow for estimation of either selection accuracy or referral threshold and are often conducted on single years of data,[@R5] which are highly sensitive to chance variation.[@R7] Threshold is typically defined as an absolute value which refers to the probability of disease (such as cancer) at which a clinician is indifferent between administering versus not administering a health intervention (such as fast-track referral).[@R12] Because the data in this study represented the aggregate of many heterogeneous decisions with potentially very different thresholds, we did not attempt to calculate a specific threshold value,[@R22] rather we aimed to describe the variation between practices in relative terms.

Our finding that referral decision accuracy increases with cancer incidence rate is notable but not unexpected[@R23] and has been observed in a range of diagnostic test analyses. However, it is unusual for sensitivity and specificity to increase in parallel as we observed for cancer incidence. Practices with higher cancer incidence and more older people appear to perform better for a given threshold: there are several possible explanations, including a beneficial effect of experience ('the more you see, the better you get') and a lower risk of discounting potentially alarming symptoms in younger adults.

While assessment of selection accuracy has been used to compare individual clinicians in tasks such as interpretation of radiographs, numbers have been small,[@R24] and limited to reporting of ordered radiographs, not the decision to order or refer. We believe that this approach is applicable to analysing variation in other settings where clinicians act under uncertainty,[@R11] such as the decision to order CT imaging for possible pulmonary thromboembolism[@R25] or headache,[@R26] operate in suspected appendicitis[@R27] or to carry out caesarean section for suspected fetal distress.[@R28]

Implications for practice, policy and research {#s4c}
----------------------------------------------

There are three key implications from this study. First, variation in practice with respect to cancer referrals is more complex than publicly reported metrics suggest and comprises variation in selection accuracy (for a given referral threshold) and in threshold (at a given level of accuracy). Of the two, variation in threshold is the more common. Our approach provides a way of profiling practices in relation to both accuracy and threshold and so provides the opportunity to apply tailored quality improvement activity. For instance, practices with high thresholds (low referral rate) should be encouraged to refer more. As referral thresholds appear relatively stable overtime,[@R7] it should be possible to evaluate changes in referral numbers from data on shorter timescales. Where data suggest low selection accuracy, alternative approaches to evaluating changes in performance are needed and we would suggest a case-based approach, such as significant event analysis, possibly with the inclusion of peers.[@R29] Second, practice characteristics, particularly socioeconomic deprivation, have relatively little impact on variation in accuracy and even less on threshold. This is encouraging and suggests an equitable service. Third, simply lowering referral thresholds may have very substantial effects on demand for specialist services with modest gains. Our approach permits these to be modelled and examined in ways, which have not been possible to date.[@R10]

Conclusion {#s4d}
----------

Variation between practices in referral for possible cancer includes variation in both selection accuracy and referral threshold. Recognising these two sources of variation permits quality improvement initiatives, which have greater precision than present feedback methods. Simply lowering referral thresholds without increasing selection accuracy will have potentially unmanageable effects on the capacity of diagnostic services.
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